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Elements of programming interviews



도서정보도서정보 구매정보구매정보 리뷰/한줄평 0 / 0 리뷰/한줄평 상품이 카트에 담겼습니다. 바로 확인하시겠습니까? 창 닫 Adnan, Tsung-Hsien and Amit have worked at Google, Facebook, Microsoft, IBM, Qualcomm and several startups. They developed algorithms and systems used by hundreds of millions of
people every day. They have extensive experience with interviews with candidates, recruitment decisions and interviews. The EPI Judge is now available on GitHub! The installation is super-easy - there is no installation! You simply download the project, show your IDE/Editor on it and start the code debug
cycle with instant feedback! EPI Judge consists of the following: Stub programs for each problem in our book in Python, Java and C++ Test Cases that cover common corner cases and performance bugs A framework for running these tests on your implementation on your computer The best interview
preparation is a combination of hands-on exercises on a representative set of quality declaration issues. The best way to get this practical practice is through the development, Running and debugging programs in the environment you feel most familiar with, e.B your own computer and IDE/Editor: It's a
very fast compilation debug cycle, you have complete control and visibility, both in the internal state and in the test data, you can use the features such as auto-completion, autoformat, linting, definiton lookups, etc., and you can use the version control to track your own progress. This screenshot should
give you a good idea of what it's all about. A great cry to Viacheslav Kroilov, for applying his extraordinary software engineering skills to make EPI judge reality. Read more Please follow these instructions to make sure you receive the latest copy of EPI. This is very important because you want the latest
version of EPI, which is the one for which the seller is Amazon, which may not be the default seller on the Amazon website. First, don't click Add-to-Cart from the landing page (because the default seller isn't always Amazon). Instead, click the highlighed text in the image below. Next, you'll find Amazon in
the list of sellers, as in the example below. (Note that Amazon is not at the top of the list!) Now add EPI to your shopping cart and you're good at checkout! Read more Many people find interviews intimidating. One reason is the challenges that are challenging in themselves. However, the challenge goes
beyond that - the offices and the working environment are often very different from anything you've seen. As part of our goal, readers can To make it a success, we have put together some pictures of what a typical campus looks like. The intention is to reassure you more so that you can focus on the
technical content. These pictures are taken by Facebook (right of Adnan's office), office), Representatives. Come early so you don't have to deal with finding the building, parking, etc. It is okay to wait in the lobby for an hour, decompress with a copy of EPI! The lobby - here the recruiter will come to pick
you up. The interview room. It is a fixed space for the duration of the interview, although you can go to lunch with a host. The interviewers/hosts/recruits should make sure you stay on schedule, but it doesn't hurt to be proactive, e.B. not letting lunch run too late. Here the entire wall is writable, but it is more
common to have a whiteboard. Pro tip: Consider taking your own markers so you can be sure that they write well. Dining room - free tasty food, but do not eat too much and get into a food coma, or lose focus. Beautiful campus, but it's more important to focus on the interview. Do well and it will be a lot of
time to appreciate this later. Microkitchens are common. Random office equipment. Bicycle storage. Read more EPI in Python was the only biggest request from our readers, and we are pleased to tell you that EPI is now available in Python! You can buy it directly from Amazon here. We've been using
Python as our daily language at Facebook and Uber for quite some time, and we've learned to appreciate its performance, versatility and aesthetics. We wrote Python code for EPI Python from the ground up and put a lot of effort into finding the most efficient ways to solve interview problems in Python.
We hope you enjoy reading this book the way we enjoyed writing. As always, we look forward to the thoughts and criticisms of our readers in our work. Feel free to let us a line, come by in person when you're in the Bay Area. (Ice cream in the Facebook Sweet Shop is always fun.) Read more This article
clarifies questions that we often ask about EPI versions and variants. Variants There are two basic printed variants: Elements of Programming Interviews (in C++) and Elements of Programming Interviews in Java. Each is available in two sizes: 6 x 9 and 7 x 10 - the latter uses a larger font and larger line
spacing. The smaller and larger formats contain exactly the same content. Amazon is doing a bad job of showing the variants. Here are direct links to them: Versions people are often confused the release dates, e.B October 2012 date for the original 6 in x 9 listed in EPI (C++). EPI has changed
enormously since the first release - the first release came from Commit 1200, we are now at Commit 3900. On the way, we have problems, functions and Added and removed content based on trends we've seen in interviews. We regularly upload updated PDF files to Amazon's on-demand publishing arm,
and it's instantly broadcast live. For this reason, we strongly recommend that you buy only from Amazon itself, not from resellers on Amazon. Regardless of the announced release date Release Date Amazon itself is always up-to-date - resellers can sell old shares, or worse, pirated ones that have very
poor print quality. Read More To celebrate all the changes we've made to EPI since its first release, we're creating a new cover. We have held a design competition and would like you to help us select the finalists. Click here to vote on the covers. (Direct link to the survey: Here is a screenshot of the
survey. READ more EPI is a community book - its content, quality and very existence, are a testament to the commitment and enthusiasm of its readers. With this in mind, we ask readers to help us by providing feedback on new material we've been working on. Based on your feedback, we'll add the
following features to EPI: Advanced introductions for each chapter. These introductions provide an example that illustrates the most important data structures and algorithms for this chapter, such as.B using binary search with a custom comparator. A table of top tips for the chapter, e.B. consider reversing
arrays of digits to work first on the least significant digit. An overview of the most important library methods, e.B. Arrays.asList(1,3,5). Other domain-specific questions. In addition to the existing chapter on system design issues, we'll add the following chapters. Programming language questions, e.B. the
difference between final and finally object-oriented principles, e.B. explain the difference between a class adapter and an object adapter. For example, tool questions describe .B the role of merging in a version control system. If you appear as a reviewer, you get the opportunity to perfect your interviewing
skills, an early look at the book, our unwavering gratitude and, a free hard copy of the book, if you are one of the first 25 reviewers or make great contributions to this review. If you are interested, please register using this Google form. We expect the reviewers to spend one or two afternoons going through
the assigned material and identifying a problem every 1 to 2 pages. The perfect is the enemy of the good - please send us your inputs as soon as possible. (We hope to receive a considerable amount of feedback by mid-April. Problems can be typos, misleading language, suboptimal solutions, poor
programming practices - in short, anything that can improve the quality of the book. Every single problem you identify should be reported via a Google form, which you can view here. Here are Examples of issues reported by readers. Note how specific these suggestions are - they have details about
where the problem was, what the problem was, what the right wording should be, etc. Suggestion: Solution 12.14: I think the limitations of the template method should be addressed especially in C++. Typo: The account of HTTPS spells certificate consistently as sertificate. Suggestion: Drop Drop 10.16.1,
as it is practically the same as Problem 10.18. Clarification: I do not see how it is possible to sort time in O(s) as suggested by the spelling at the beginning of Chapter 13. Read more July 7, 2016 We are closing the Judges' Service for the Near Future as we take the lessons we have learned and build a
more robust and fully functional service. 14.01.2016 We have put together a prototype of an online judge service that you can use to practice for interviews. Take a look at the screenshot at the end to see the user interface, or just click on the link. No login is required, just read the problem description and
start hacking! The judge problems correspond to the problems in the PDF sample. These problems are an ideal starting point for anyone who wants to get acquainted with interviews. (Currently, all programs are in Java.) UsageWe use targeted tests for judge problems and try to provide meaningful
feedback. For example.B the program for testing fails when a binary structure is balanced, a report is displayed like the following. 1Incorrect result for balanced trees , 0,1,2,3,4,5, If your program cannot be compiled, we return the compiler error and the line numbers correspond to the lines in your
program. 123456Line 7: Error: incompatible types int y = asd; • Required: int found: String1 error If your program throws an exception, we return the stack trace - the line numbers do not match the lines in your program. 123Exception in thread main java.lang.RuntimeException at
BalancedBinaryTree.isBalanced(file.java:49) at BalancedBinaryTree.main(file.java:86) Your program is running in the Docker container, so don't worry about a crash or corruption of our server. We run the program with a timeout of 20 seconds, so if your program has an infinite loop or is very slow, you will
get a timeout response. If the server is loaded, it may block too frequent requests. A few programs require that you have an efficient solution to pass, e.B, if you calculate brute force the parity, you will see that the judge informs you that your solution is too slow: PlansWe are very excited to offer this
service, and look forward to developing it - add more problems, add a login and persistence of your code, classification of problens , drag-and-drop into the editor, run Github, etc. Reader InputAs we always appreciate user input. Please let us know your thoughts about the judge. Some things we
particularly like to learn are: Bugs, e.B. program never returns, Note button works Etc. Source of confusion, e.B. misleading stack traces, formulation of errors General UI problems: Is editor font okay? Do you prefer a bright background? How important are functions such as login, timing, etc.? Read more
The Java version of EPI is ready in the press! It should be available on Amazon in a few days. We will publish a direct link to the Amazon page when it is ready. it is Link to the Amazon page for EPI in Java. The only difference between the original EPI and EPI in Java is that the programs are now in Java
instead of C++. (We also have a short chapter on Java that includes the best coding practices for an interview and a small number of language verification questions, replacing the similar chapter on C++ in the original EPI.) All programs, Java and C++, are always available on the website. We will continue
to sell the original EPI to readers who prefer C++. Read more From 12:43 CDT 15.09.2015 EPI is available again! Read more
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